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Unhurried
in Hatta
SET AMONG THE ROCKY AL HAJAR
MOUNTAIN RANGE, NOT FAR FROM
DUBAI, THE QUIET TOWN OF HATTA
WON’T BE QUIET FOR LONG.
WORDS • KATE HENNESSY
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ven surrounded by water – which in Dubai, you commonly are – still,
you can feel it: the dryness of the Arabian Desert the city is built on and
within, second in size only to the Sahara.
Not far from the city’s outskirts is the Al Hajar mountain range, Arabic for
‘The Stone’, and redefining the word rugged. The mountains were recently
opened up for hiking by neighbouring Oman, to rave reviews.
If you travel from Dubai city towards the Oman border, the sand dunes
darken from yellow to orange then harden into Al Hajar’s rocky terrain. The
small town of Hatta is here; part of the emirate of Dubai known as its “inland
enclave”. When I put a photo of Hatta on Facebook, the one person who
recognises it enthuses: “Been there a few times on my drives from Muscat
to Dubai. Like a little Twin Peaks in the middle of the desert!”
Not for long. In November 2016, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum tweeted: “I visited the mountain town of Hatta today,
approving the town’s 10-year development plan: some 40 economic, social
and cultural projects.”
This was not just the word of the United Arab Emirates’ Vice President and
Prime Minister but also the word of the Ruler of the Emirate of Dubai – Sheikh
Mohammed’s third official title. His edict is being actioned via a 1.3 billion
Arab Emirates Dirham (AED) investment in Hatta’s transformation into an
eco-tourism hotspot.
For now, though, the (very hot) hotspot remains the city itself. Few expats
and virtually no international tourists venture inland to Hatta. Because they
don’t think of desert, mountains or nature when they think of Dubai. Shopping
malls, skyscrapers and human-made islands shaped as palm trees come to
mind instead, involving questions like “Is your hotel on the trunk or a frond?” »
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When I reach the dam, the
mountains’ cragginess is
softened by sunset.
so thrilled but four days in Dubai has left me desperate to
reach somewhere, anywhere, on foot. The city is no place
for pedestrians: the heat, the walkways dead-ending in
a new development, the assumption by every hotel employee
that you’ll exit the revolving door and dive straight into a
air-conditioned cab.
It’s reliably seven degrees cooler in Hatta and the path
meanders past farms, ferns, date palms and locals tending
crops. I round a corner and find a family picnicking in a rocky
field; cooking over an open fire not far from their 4WD.
When I reach the dam, the mountains’ cragginess is
softened by sunset. Emirati and Indian families wander along
the crowded rim taking photos arranged to appear as if
they’re alone. Two women are deep-frying gaimat – doughy
balls sweetened by rosewater and orange blossom.
The dam is lovely but the mural impresses me more. It’s
of Sheik Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan and Sheik Rashid Bin
Saeed Al Maktoum – painted by a German street artist. The
men, both deceased, united the seven Arab Emirates into
a single sovereign monarchy in 1971. Now they’re on a
mountainside, grinning in perpetuity, 80 metres high and
30 metres wide.

People don’t think of hiking. They think of Burj Khalifa,
the world’s tallest building, its mirrored spear seeming to
rupture the sky. The water beneath ‘the Burj’ erupts in Las
Vegas-style water shows day and night; the former set to
a Dame Kiri Te Kanawa soundtrack scaling a Puccini aria;
the latter to Arabic pop, the water whirling like a dervish.
They think of a city in which food isn’t served to nourish
but to amaze. At Morimoto, a restaurant from Japanese
Iron Chef Chef Morimoto, I anticipate a simple dish when
I order sashimi. It arrives stacked in stripes of salmon, eel,
Hamachi, toro and tuna with plastic pipettes criss-crossed
in a pile like a game of Pick-up Sticks, each filled with a
different sauce. A waiter instructs me on how to make the
flavours best manifest. “Eat it all together,” he says, pointing
to the teetering tower of fish.
In global cities such as Dubai, in restaurants such as
Morimoto, when you ask for sake, a sake sommelier
materialises tableside with a selection. His name is Roni
and he’s from Calcutta. Morimoto’s own brand of sake,
Roni says, uses water that’s 100 years old. “Think of all
the people that were born and died,” he says.

A CHANGE OF PACE IN HATTA
The clang and clank of development is as much part of
Dubai’s aural identity as its call to prayer. Just one-and-a-half
hours inland, however, it’s so quiet you find yourself in bed
before realising it’s not yet 10pm.
Hatta’s only built attraction is a heritage village
showcasing traditional Emirati life in rooms where the buttons
no longer work. It’s screaming for a refurb. Yet sitting on the
rim of a dried-up well, mountain breeze blowing, nothing to
see and nowhere to be, is an ideal way to comedown from
Dubai’s overstimulation.
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BACK TO THE FUTURE

“Dubai, ah, it’s too busy!” says Doloura Dsouza, Executive
Secretary at JA Hatta Fort Hotel. “It’s hectic, there’s traffic.
People have a break in Hatta.” Which is not to say they don’t
come for work. Nabeel – a soft-spoken employee from Sudan
– says the hotel’s conference rooms are usually full. “In Dubai
they go out so they are sleepy in the meeting,” he says. “Here
we have no nightclubs, no disco. After 12 that’s it. Everyone is
on time the next day.”
A guest who’s been coming here to take in the tranquility
for 20 years tells me to hike around the hotel’s perimeter.
She looks at my shoes. “Tell someone you’re going,” she

advises. “If you fall over you might bake to death before
anyone finds you.”
The hotel’s activities are endearingly dated: archery, air
gun shooting and an enclosure of peacocks and turtles. In
Dubai city’s lavish hotel pool clubs, DJs spin records in the
middle of swim-up bars. In the pool area at Hatta Fort Hotel,
the speakers are encased in sturdy weatherproof domes.
You can only hear music if you stoop down low.
I’m here on a busy weekend; the day before the Prophet
Muhammad’s birthday. The road to the dam will be jammed,
says Nabeel, who recommends I walk. He is surprised I am

I return to Dubai the next day on Emirates Road, which
extends into Saudi Arabia. ‘The Future Begins Here’ reads
a billboard, undeniably, as buildings begin to overtake the
dunes. We pass places named for their purpose: Academic
City, Knowledge Village, Motor City and International City.
Cranes creep into every horizon and the sound of metal on
stone returns to the air. The outskirts of this city, you realise,
will always be perpetually underway.
As for Hatta, the Dubai government has Meraas on the
job. Among other rather epic developments, Meraas built
the Bulgari resort and residences in Dubai, as well as Jumeira
Bay, described as “a six million square feet mixed-use island,
sculpted in the shape of a titanic seahorse riding the arcs of
sand and rock”. So, wresting Hatta into shape will be as easy
as swatting a fly that’s already been sprayed.
Things will be lost but gained too. Because I learnt nothing
about the Samr tree when I was there – a native tree that
resists desertification and has medicinal uses. I didn’t learn
about the Arabian oryx either – an antelope with straight
horns that was extinct in the wild by the 1970s, but saved in
zoos, and reintroduced to its habitat in 1980. I learnt about
both on the Meraas website in a press release called The
Hatta Comprehensive Development Plan. So it goes.
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